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Shirt Partner 

 

 

Referred to as:  Shirt Partner 

Duration:  2 years 

$ (USD):  $5,000 Per Annum  

 

Impact: This partnership funds 100 match shirts and 100 training shirts (5 x 20 shirts, differing colour schemes for 

squads) for Chigoli Academy each helping drive our professional reputation and appearance of the Academy. High 

branding visibility on all match day and training kit. Kit Partner logo to feature on the lower central back part of the 

all Chigoli shirts (blue box below), appearing throughout content marketing strategy for Chigoli. Including video, 

images, social media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Youtube). 

Kit designed and manufactured by AMS Clothing a Not-for-Profit shirt manufacturer, specializing in 

shirts made for Africa.  www.ams-clothing.com 

 

 

‘AMS Clothing was founded in 2014 with a mission to support football in Africa by supplying uniforms to the 

strongly supported, yet under-resourced national teams and clubs of the continent. Since then, we have gone on 

to become a brand known for high quality designs, customised to the exact specifications of each team that we 

supply. Our philosophy is to produce ethically and locally, while providing players and fans with attractive 

apparel that proudly represents their club or country.’ 
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Key Benefits To Partner: 

- Referred to as ‘Shirt Partner’. 

- Logo on Homepage and ‘Our Partners’ webpage - www.chigoli.org. 

- 3-minute video feature created by Chigoli to showcase the partnership and Chigoli Kit. 

- Initial press release, plus one press release a year regarding partnership impact. Distributed to Chigoli media 

list (and for Shirt Partner to distribute required). 

- Access to promote and have brand presence at Chigoli Community Programme events. 

- Shirt Partner logo on back of Chigoli match shirts. 

- Regular social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) coverage. 

- Feature in Chigoli newsletters (Dedicated newsletter to announce partnership, then annual feature). 

- Brand association with Chigoli and other partners. 
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